Garcia’s
Wood Savers

understands that fences are expensive to
build and replace. We know that protecting
your investment now is the best way to
avoid those costs in the future.

New or old, we can bring out the natural
beauty of your wood structure.
Is your fence turning gray or fading? Fences,
new and old, should always be protected
from the weather. An older fence will
need to be cleaned properly before being
stained. Older fences are generally a two
day process. One day to clean and prep and
the second day to stain. The cleaning can
involve removing some preexisting finish,
UV damage and mold or mildew from the
fence. Once cleaned, our proprietary wood
conditioner may be applied to neutralize the
cleaners and restore the wood’s natural color
and pH. This is a very important step to get
an even, beautiful finish.

Weather Guard is an oil based
semi transparent stain and
sealer all in one.
Our unique formula has a custom blend of
rich pigments, algaecide, and enhanced
oils that penetrate deeply into the wood to
protect and preserve it from the elements.
This custom blend of solids and oils
gives it superior water repellency and UV
protection from the sun. Weather Guard is
guaranteed to not peel, crack or blister and
offers the best overall protection on the
market today. The product life expectancy
is three to five years, and something
longer on older wood. We are proud to be
the only wood care company to offer our
proprietary wood conditioner, designed to
help prevent cracking, warping and restore
the wood’s natural color and ph.

Wood Care
Garcia’s Wood Savers

realizes that your investment in your
exterior wood structure and your home is
considerable and we specialize in helping
you maintain that investment. Take a look at
a cost difference between “RESTORING” vs.
“REPLACING. “REPLACING” 150 Feet of Fence
= $4950.

Now here’s where the savings comes in!
“RESTORING” 150 Feet of Fence = $630.
That’s a savings of $4320.

Outdoor Wood Furniture
Let us restore the feeling of new to your
outdoor furniture. Enjoy entertaining your
family and friends on beautifully finished
furniture.

CONTACT US TODAY
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

256.457.0365
Once the fence has dried we can then apply
our Weather Guard fence stain. Once the
staining is complete, all poles and gate
hardware will be cleaned and wiped down.
The fence should dry in about 12-48 hours.
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